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ABSTRACT
Aims: This paper aims to provide insights into the measurement of decision making efficiency and
decision making behaviour by establishing a “holistic“ theoretical approach, which extensively
considers quantitative, qualitative and situational cause-effect relations in decision making
processes. Furthermore, the paper is supposed to show, how theoretical measures can be applied
in an empirical environment within a particular decision making situation.
Study Design: This research study is designed as a theoretical framework of business decision
making behaviour, supported by the findings of an experimental investigation.
Place and Duration of Study: The research paper evolved as a significant part of a comprehensive
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research project, investigating managerial decision making behaviour, conducted jointly at the
University of Fulda (GER) and at the University of Latvia (LV) in 2012 and 2013, as a collaborative
effort of doctoral students from the University of Latvia and doctoral supervisors from the University
of Fulda. The research project at Fulda and Latvia utilized the results of an experimental research
study which was conducted by Neuert at the University of Bayreuth (GER) earlier on (in 1983).
Methodology: The methodology of this paper is based on the notion of “critical rationalism”. This
approach requires that the theoretical framework of the research study, the “paradigm of socioeconomic-quasi-rational behavioural patterns”, has to be tested via an empirical survey. The
empirical study was conducted as a laboratory experiment by using a business simulation game as
a research design.
Results: The findings of this research paper support the basic hypotheses that business decision
making behaviour generally ranges within an identifiable spectrum of activity patterns, which makes
business decision making foreseeable to a certain extent. The applied statistical procedures (normal
distribution tests, confidence intervals, multiple regression analyses, optimization algorithms)
provide significant outcomes to a large extent. The sample of the experimental study was comprised
of 65 advanced business management students and 16 professional managers, representing a
subject sample of 128 decision making processes, altogether. The experimental investigation was
conducted at the University of Bayreuth.
Conclusion: The novel paradigm of decision making, outlined in this paper, can be verifiably
applied for the analyses and the design of professional business decision making procedures and
contexts. It further suggests that, by and large, actual decision making behaviour is “located” within
a measurable range of “statistical” indicators like standard deviation, standard error and variation
coefficient.
Keywords: Decision making; behavioural patterns; efficiency measures; rationality vs. emotionality in
decision making processes.

1. INTRODUCTION:
BEHAVIOURAL
PATTERNS
AND
EFFICIENCY
MEASURES IN DECISION MAKING
PROCESSES
Finding opportunities to predict and respond
faster is one of the main challenges which
organizations face in a modern and dynamic
competitive environment. In an earlier paper the
authors Neuert and Hoeckel of this paper [1]
stated that “leaders and managers today and
increasingly in future will therefore need to make
major decisions without having the time to gather
“all” required information in order to apply strictly
analytical methods [2,3]. Although researchers
like Schoemaker & Russo [4] argue that the use
of rational decision making heuristics yields the
best outcome, especially in complex situations
[5], for others like Simon [6]” efficient leaders and
managers do not have the “luxury” of choosing
between an analytic or an intuitive approach to
solve managerial problems. Instead, it is more
important to understand how different kinds of
decision making approaches contribute to
individually and/or organizationally acceptable
results.
In fact, many researches [7,8,6,9] have
developed and tested frameworks to measure

the efficiency outcomes of management decision
making by systematically considering the
assumptions of the descriptive decision making
theories.
But very few, like Neuert [10], have considered a
broader range of so-called socio-economic
efficiency measures within the decision making
process,
combining
economic
efficiency
measures like costs, time, etc. in decision
making with behavioural efficiency measures of
managers [8]. Therefore this paper presents an
insight into socio-economic efficiency measures
in management decision making by providing an
application orientated approach.
The research methodology of this paper is
twofold: Firstly, based on an intensive theoretical
analysis potential cause-effect relations are
discussed. Secondly, potential independent and
dependent variables are pointed out as a causal
analysis model. Thirdly, earlier experimental
studies conducted by the author Neuert are
introduced to refine the theoretical framework
and to provide additional empirical insights.
Fourthly, quantitative procedures are conducted
to test the underlying formulated hypotheses.
Finally, conclusions from the theoretical and
empirical analyses are drawn and are transferred
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into the development of the author’s new
rationality paradigm.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: THE
NOTION OF THE DECISION MAKING
RATIONALITY AND DECISION MAKING
EFFICIENCY FUNCTION1
A rational choice within a decision making
process can be described as an action which is
consequential
and
preference-based
and
provides a desirable outcome [11]. The “puristic”
theory of rational choice assumes that decision
makers share common sets of preferences and
that the alternatives and their resulting
consequences
are
determined
by
the
environment. March [11] assumes that within a
rational choice “… that all alternatives are known,
that all consequences of all alternatives are
known with certainty, and that all preferences
relevant to the choice are known, precise,
consistent, and stable.” However, frameworks
which were developed only based on the theory
of rational choice seem to suffer from a lack of
practical applicability [12], because human
behaviour frequently does not satisfy the
considered
assumptions
of
the
“homo
oeconomicus”, which is described as a rational
decision maker [13]. From a historical point of
view, decision making theory differentiates
decision making behaviour into “closed” and
“open” models [14]. Closed models can be
characterized as a cohesive system where there
is no consideration on how the “environment”
might influence the decision making process. In
closed models decision premises are taken for
granted and therefore are treated as constant
factors. In contradiction, open models do
consider interactions between the decision
making system and its environment. The closed
model, which represents the “classical” or
“neoclassical” view, is a typical rational choice
model of economic decision making, where the
preference of the decision makers is on the
maximization of benefits or utilities by choosing
the alternative that promises the highest level of
return [15-17]. Kirsch [14] describes this rational
model as the classical case of the “homo
oeconomicus” where individuals are capable of
rational conduct and motivated by self-interests
to use their given resources in order to maximize
their expected utility. For him the “homo
oeconomicus” is characterized by three main
assumptions: 1) the decision maker knows all
1

Parts of this chapter have been published in Hoeckel, 2012;
Neuert &Hoeckel, 2013a, 2013b

alternatives and has all necessary information for
a given problem situation available, 2) the
decision maker can always indicate the best
alternative and 3) the decision maker is
motivated to maximize his utility by self-interests
[14]. Neuert [18] refers to this notion as the
“economic man model”. The economic man
possesses a complete system of alternatives
which allows him to choose among these
alternatives. Also, he always has a complete
awareness of these alternatives and no limits to
the complexity of the “calculation”, so that he can
determine which alternative is best. Objective
rationality would imply that, firstly, all behaviour
alternatives prior to the decision have been
viewed in a “panoramic” fashion, secondly, that
all consequences that would follow the decision
on each choice have been considered and,
thirdly, that one alternative is picked out of a
whole set of alternatives with a system of values
as measureable decision making criteria [19,6].
Taking at least these implications into account
shows us, that the model of rational behaviour
attempts to fall short [20]. For Popper & Miller
[21] it seems clear that empirical or psychological
behaviour of human beings has little or nothing to
do with the principle of “rationality” or what they
call “situationally appropriate behaviour”. For
Popper & Miller [21] this is referable to the fact
that there are major individual differences, not
only in knowledge and capabilities, which are
part of the situation, but also into the judgment of
the circumstances of a situation, in which human
beings behave differently. Some behave
appropriate to the situation and others do not.
Recognizing this was the initial point to
transmute the closed model of the “homo
oeconomicus” into the open model of the
“administrator” which we can observe in the
everyday life of “bounded” reality [22,19,23,6].
The administrator is characterized by rather a
satisficing than maximizing approach looking for
the “good enough” solution by choosing
alternatives without examining all possibilities.
Doing
this,
the
administrator
ignores
interrelations and complexity that enables him to
make decisions by applying simple problem
solving heuristics or so-called rules of thumb [6].
For March [22], the development of the idea of
limited rationality was also forced by the fact that
individuals and groups tend to simplify decision
problems, because they have difficulties in
anticipating
or
considering
all
possible
alternatives and all available information. Kirsch
[14] illustrates similar restrictions like Simon and
March, why individuals tend to act like the
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“administrator”
instead
of
the
“homo
oeconomicus”. Whereas in the past, behaviour
was only considered as being rational when
given targets where maximized (optimized),
today the concept of rational behaviour seems
also to be appropriate when given targets are
satisfied [14,19]. Originally, rationality was only
considered as individual rationality. Decisions to
satisfy role expectations or social standards were
therefore, per se, not seen as rational. But
decision making theory by now also interprets
rationality in the sense of social rationality.
Therefore, when decisions are made to satisfy
social standards or individual rolls, they are not
anymore in contradiction with the rationality
notion. For Neuert [24], human behaviour in
decision making processes never shows a
pattern of “pure” rationality, as rationality is
limited by individual and/or collective constraints,
like
insufficient
cognitive
competences,
psychological predispositions, feelings and
emotions, norms and values, etc. In particular,
human behaviour has to be considered as a
combination of intuitive and rational behaviour.
Again, the authors refer to their earlier paper
Neuert & Hoeckel [1] pointing out that
“organizations and respectively their members
are interested in satisfying the purposes and
aims of the organization so that in an indirect
manner their own requirements are satisfied. In
the case of decision making within the
organization, Gzuk [7] believes that the main
purpose or aim is to reach high procedural
quality within the decision making process. For
Gzuk [7], quality in this sense can be
substantiated as an activity to reach a purpose or
a target. He refers to the activity, in this context,
also specified as the “efficiency”. Gzuk [7] sees
the main purpose in managerial decision making
in the outcome which is measured as economic
efficiency. Barnard [25] describes a personal or
organizational action as effective if a specific
desired end is attained or a certain aim is
reached. This action can also be considered as
efficient if it satisfies motives of that aim. In the
case that a certain aim is not reached, but the
motives are still satisfied, the action may not be
effective but still efficient and the other way
around. For Barnard, efficiency most likely
relates to the satisfaction of motives of
individuals in an organization and effectiveness
relates to the achievement of certain aims of the
organization. Hauschildt et al. [8] see the main
causes of efficiency of decision making
processes in the “situational” complexity, mainly
displayed by the type of decision (routine

decision, decision of mid complexity or an
innovative decision) and the amount of
alternatives and how much information is
requested. For Gzuk [26] efficiency in general is
how well an allocated target is reached with a
minimum of resources (output versus input).
Gzuk, in this sense, understands the output as
tangible or intangible results, and the input as the
deployment of mental or tangible resources. For
him, efficient decisions are characterized by
fulfilling the aim of the target with a comparatively
low amount of resources (input). Simon [6]
describes efficiency more generally as the ratio
between input and output. For commercial
organizations, which are generally guided by
profits, the criterion of efficiency is the yield of the
greatest net income. That simplicity is related to
the fact that money provides a common
understanding for the measurement of efficiency
in terms of output and income. But this concept
needs to be expanded for specific activities in
commercial organizations (e.g. personnel
department) or for non-commercial organizations
where factors are involved which cannot be
directly measured in monetary terms. For Simon
[6], it is necessary to gain empirical knowledge of
the expected results that are associated with
different alternative possibilities in order to make
an efficient decision. Neuert [10] supports this
view. He believes that efficiency can be
characterized as an expression of the
performance rate, output-input relation and
quality “realization”. He explicitly differentiates
the term effectiveness from efficiency. For him,
effectiveness characterizes whether a measure
is, in general, suitable to achieve a certain target.
In this case, efficiency can be seen as the
“quality level” of the results within the decision
making process. Gzuk [7] sees efficiency as the
degree of which a purpose is reached by
considering two additional conditions: firstly, the
purpose is reached with a minimum use of
resources (economical input) and, secondly, the
result of the decision ensures a problem solution
which lasts for a longer period of time. It seems
not to be enough to measure the efficiency of a
decision by itself rather than the outcome of a
mental or tangible activity [15,7].

3. OPERATIONALIZATION
OF
THE
DEGREES OF DECISION MAKING
RATIONALITY
The theoretical framework clearly indicates that
decision making is neither a totally rational nor
an irrational process [14,24,21]. More likely it
seems that there are several degrees of decision
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making rationality [10]. In this case Neuert [10]
outlines five criteria which specify the concept of
decision making by allowing to evaluate different
degrees of decision making rationality: 1) The
degree of target orientation (DTO) which
measures the orientation on formalized goals,
because rational behaviour is only possible if
there are defined rules, guidelines and aims
available, 2) the degree of process organization
(DPO) which measures the procedure of
structuring the decision making process, 3) the
degree of information acquisition and evaluation
(DINF), which measures the activities of
information utilization in order to set appropriate
target orientated actions, 4) the degree of
decision making “cognition” (DCOG) which
measures the formal logic of the decision making
heuristics utilization and 5) the degree of
reflection (DREF) meaning the ongoing control of
expected decision making outcomes against the
actual ones and the learning from the empirical
experience for similar future situations.
For Neuert [10] from a business management
perspective, these elementary criteria of
procedural decision making rationality can be
operationalized in the following way:
1) The degree of target orientation displays how
accurately the target system is defined and how
intensive it is aspired, based on the
characteristics of the content, the defined
timeframe, the development of specific target
dimensions and how consistently the targets are
pursued by the decision makers. 2) The degree
of process organization measures the degree of
sequencing and structuring within the decision
making process. The degree of organization in
this case can be characterized by three
indicators, the content character of the problemsituation, meaning how is a problem situation
split in smaller sub-problems, the chronology of
the necessary decision making steps considering
the time which is needed for the decision making
process and the personal assignment of subproblems (within group decisions). 3) As the
degree of information intends to measure the
“quality” of the information acquisition, the
information collection can again be divided into
the depth and breadth of the information,
explaining how much of the accessible
information was actually addressed. The breadth
of information means e.g. whether “all”
competitors were included when evaluating the
market situation and the depth of information
means e.g. the situation of each competitor
about their turnover, earnings, etc. were

considered. 4) The degree of decision making
“cognition” is less about the “content quality” of
the decision rather than the fulfilment of the
required steps of the decision making process
(defining
the
target
criteria,
collecting
alternatives, outlining consequences, evaluating
and “weighting” of the target criteria and their
consequences and coming up with the
“situationally” logic decision). In this case the
“decision making cognition” can be evaluated on
the basis of how the five steps of the ideal
decision making process are actually included in
the “empirical” decision making process. 5) The
degree of reflection can be seen as the
combination of the degree of documentation and
the degree of control activities. The degree of
documentation, in this case, is about how exactly
the decision making process development is
accessible and reproducible. The degree of
control measures the activity of evaluation of the
achieved results in comparison with the expected
situation/results before the decision making
process. Both activities can be measured e.g. by
a five point LIKERT scale from “no activity at all”
to “very precise activity”.
As a result those five separate criteria for
decision making rationality can be amalgamated
to a multidimensional degree of rational decision
making.

4. MEASURING THE DIMENSIONS OF
DECISION MAKING EFFICIENCY
To state the concept of decision making
efficiency more precisely for Gzuk [7] it is
necessary to create a purpose or an aim, a
realized output or result, and an input resp. the
use of resources. In order to achieve efficiency in
the decision making process there are two
conditions which need to be fulfilled: First, a
decision must realize the most efficient ratio
between output and input, and second, a
decision must provide results which ensure that
the aspired objectives will be achieved [7].
To set up a measurement for the total “efficiency
in the decision making process, Gzuk [7]
advocates the establishment of a multidimensional indicator model (Fig. 1). This multidimensional indicator model contains four
efficiency dimensions: The target-output relation,
the input-output relation, the target-input relation
and the feasibility of the “realization” of the
decision. Within those efficiency dimensions
indicators need to be established to enable the
operationalization of the model which then allows
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the measurement of the “total” efficiency of a
decision making outcome [10,1]. To achieve an
acceptable “security” of the measurement of
efficiency Gzuk [26] advocates that for each
dimension there should be more than just one
indicator. Multiple dimensions will enhance the
model reliability and lower errors in measurement
[27].
Grabatin [28] reviewed the decision making
efficiency from an organizational perspective,
splitting the “total” efficiency “into different
efficiency dimensions. For him, the dimensions
are the “general” economic efficiency, the
efficiency of the internal system, which includes
indicators to evaluate organizational processes,
and the necessary constraints for the realization
of the organizational efficiency. Typical criteria
for the general economic efficiency for Grabatin
are turnover, profit, market share, etc. For the
necessary constraints he picks up criteria like
flexibility, growth, communication, etc. Grabatin
splits the internal system efficiency dimension
again into various dimensions, like the efficiency
of the organizational structure, the efficiency of
the task fulfilment and into socio-economic
efficiency factors. For the socio-economic
efficiency, Grabatin introduces efficiency criteria
like satisfaction [1] of the individual, motivation,
etc.
Decision making outcomes in business
management can be characterized by different
dimensions of efficiency. Neuert [10] describes,
one dimension as the “material” efficiency, where
the measurement is a realistic “input and output”
in commercial activities which can be measured
with “objective” criteria like earnings, profitability,

growth and financial independence. Bronner [15]
refers to this part of efficiency as the economic
efficiency. A further dimension can be seen as
the individual efficiency. For Neuert [10], in
contrast to the “material” efficiency, the
“individual”
efficiency
considers
rather
“subjective” results of the decision making
process. As “subjective” results he understands
expected results of teams or individual efforts,
identification with team work, self-reflection of
“group behaviour and the individual role within
the group. In sum, he characterizes the individual
efficiency” as the “subjective evaluation of the
decision makers concerning the results of (their)
decision making process as well as the selfreflection on (their) behaviour during the decision
making process. Bronner [15] supports this view.
For him it is also not possible to measure the
individual efficiency on an objective base. He
advocates measuring it via the personal activity
of the decision maker within a decision making
group and via the satisfaction of other group
members with his activity in addition to the
“estimation” of the overall achievement of the
decision making group. For Bronner [15], within
the decision making process time or time
pressure is usually an influencing factor. He
believes that there is also a dimension of
temporal efficiency. Temporal efficiency again is
an objective criterion, because it can be
measured by time needed or allocated. For
Bronner, time in this sense, can be a direct
measurement (e.g. when trying to reduce lead
time in a process) or an indirect measurement
(e.g. measuring not quantifiable deployment of
persons or material in rather complex mental
processes)” [1].

Efficiency
Efficiency
dimensions
Efficiency
indicators

Target-output
relation

Input-output
relation

Target-input
relation

Actions for
decision
realization

I1 … IW

I1 … I X

I1 … I Y

I1 … IZ

Total index
Fig.1. Multi-dimensional indicator model for the total efficiency measurement
Source: Gzuk, 1975, p. 57
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To operationalize the measurement of the “total”
efficiency, Neuert [10] has modified the multidimensional model of Gzuk. In Neuert’ smultidimensional model (Fig. 2) the “total” efficiency is
split in the formal efficiency, the material
efficiency and the individual efficiency (A,B,C).
Each dimension can include one or several
efficiency criteria. A criterion for the formal
efficiency could be, e.g, the comparison between
a targeted aim and the actual target realization. A
criterion for the material efficiency could be the
comparison between the profit and the time used
for an action and a criterion for the individual
efficiency could be the personal satisfaction with
the process and its outcomes. To measure those
criteria in various dimensions, adequate
indicators have to be defined [10].

5. DEVELOPMENT
OF
A
NOVEL
PARADIGM OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC
QUASI-RATIONAL
BEHAVIOURAL
PATTERNS: “THE HOMO SOCIOOECONOMICUS CONDITIONALIS–N
SIGMA–M STANDARD (OUTCOME)
ERROR–P
VARIATION
(COEFFICIENT) THEOREM (HSOCNϬMEPVC)
The issue of rationality and rational behaviour
has been highly disputed in business research,
business practice, literature, and academia ever
since [29,30]. Karl Popper considers the
“principle of rationality” as a methodological
postulate, which implies that human behaviour
follows the rules of a model that explains causeeffect relations in reality [31]. In this sense,
rationality is not at all an empirical or
psychological phenomenon, but just an outline of
behavioural patterns which may be applied “apriori” in problem solving situations [31]. On the

other hand, Popper himself points out that
human behaviour is not at all based on a uniform
format of conduct but on “obviously huge
individual differences, not only in terms of
knowledge and capability – which are part of the
(problem-, n.b.a.) situation but of the judgment
and comprehension of the (problem-, n.b.a.)
situation; and that means that human beings
therefore behave differently, some in line with the
(problem-, n.b.a.) situation, others not” [31].
In economics, business administration and
management sciences the model resp. the
paradigm of the “homo oeconomicus”, the
“economic man”, has been dominating the
relevant theory [32]. In particular, the neo
classical economic approach, pre-eminently
represented by scholars like Milton Freedman,
Gary Becker and Eugene Fama et al. has
produced a myriad of publications, based on the
notion of the homo oeconomicus approach [33].
The paradigm of the homo oeconomicus requires
so called “rational behaviour” in a way that
decisions will be made independently from
others, following the individual utility optimization
within a given problem and decision situation as
a “rational choice” [34].
The homo oeconomicus concept of rational
behaviour is based on the following assumptions:
Unlimited information about the structure of
problem situations, existence knowledge about
the
alternatives
and
consequences
of
behavioural options; constant and noncontradictory system of targets and preferences;
unlimited cognitive capabilities and ability to
formulate and follow the utility maximization
algorithm [35].

Efficiency
Efficiency
dimensions
Efficiency
criteria
Efficiency
indicators

A

B

C

a b c

d e f g h

i

JaJbJc

JdJeJfJgJh

Ji

Total Index
Fig. 2. Operationalization of the multi-dimensional model to measure the total efficiency
Source: Neuert, 1987, p. 114
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Especially, in the course of the 2008 worldwide
financial crises-but also already many years
before-the notion of the economic rationality
paradigm has been heavily challenged, in
particular by representatives of the behavioural
and experimental economics, e. g. [36-42] and
especially-in former times–by Simon [23] and
Selten [43]. Foremost Simon´s approach of
“Bounded Rationality” and Seltens “Aspiration
Adaptation Theory” have turned out as seminal
foundations of theoretical approaches which do
not emphasize human ability of total rational
choice and judgment, but pointing out–based on
empirical evidence–that human conduct is
heavily influenced also by factors like emotions,
societal conditions, cultural norms and values,
cognitive limitations, temporal evolvements and
environmental changes, etc.

economic
“quasi
rational”
behaviour,
emphasizing the following theoretical elements:
•

•

•

As a consequence, the question arises whether
the paradigm of rational conduct in decision
making and problem solving processes has to be
and can be adjusted in accordance with actual
human behaviour, based on empirical evidence.
Karl Poppers “Logic of Scientific Discovery”
maintains that a theory is set of cause-effect
hypotheses has to be developed first and then
has to be tested against reality. In a restrictive
manner this means that in the first place the
empirical reality has to be “neglected”. It is
obvious that this would never be the case. Apart
from intensive discussions in psychology, sociopsychology, sociology and political science
[44,45],
we
assume
that
theoretical
developments are never independent from real
world situations and conditions we are living in
constantly.

•

Human decision making and problem
solving behaviour in particular and varying
situations and problem structures are not
uniform but dispersed.
The degree of dispersion is influenced by
elements like cognitive capabilities,
decision making and problem solving
structure and situation, emotions, norms,
societal customs, etc.
The “rationality” of decision making
behaviour varies with the degree of
“professional” vs. “private” characteristics
of the decision making situation, meaning
that professional decisions (e.g. business
decisions) are more likely in line with the
“classical” homo oeconomicus approach
than decisions in the private life (e.g.
private consumption decisions).
However, the “range of conduct” in
decision making processes deviates from
observably “normal” decision making
behaviour within a certain measurable
interval, which can be determined by a
“variance index” and by a “standard error
index” of actual empirical decision making
behaviour and outcomes.

Those theoretical considerations can be
summarized in form of novel quasi-rationality
paradigm, which we label the “homo sociooeconomicus conditionals–n sigma–m standard
(outcomes) error p variation (coefficient)-theorem
(HSOCnϬmEpVC). This paradigm is based on
the following tentative assumptions:

In order to develop a more realistic image of
human behaviour in decision making and
problem solving processes, we suggest a kind of
a reverse theory development approach. At first
we consider and scrutinize the empirical field, of
course guided by our criteria of interest how
decisions are made and problem solutions are
being achieved. Those criteria have been
outlined by Neuert [10] in form of the following
pertinent decision behaviour elements: Target
orientation (DTO), process organization (DPO),
information acquisition and evaluation (DINF),
decision making cognition (DCOG) and reflection
(DREF) [46-48].
Based on empirical evidence under those
criteria, we develop a modified theory of socio-
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•

•

•

We only consider, in a first step, strategic
business and managerial decisions which
have to be made and performed by
business leaders and managers at
relatively high up hierarchical echelons.
Decision making behaviour in terms of the
application of managerial decision making
criteria, like target orientation, process
organization, information acquisition and
evaluation, decision making cognition, and
degree of reflection and control of conduct
in decision making and problem solving
processes, generally follows a normal
distribution. The respective decision
making behaviour criteria do have an
impact on the respective decision making
efficiency and outcomes.
Decision making efficiency and outcomes
also follow a normal distribution.

Neuert et al.; BJEMT, 5(3): 299-318, 2015; Article no.BJEMT.2015.025

Given those assumptions our basic hypothetical
theorem can be formulated as follows:

•

Decision making behaviour and decision making
outcomes within a “professional strategic
business context” do not exceed in all likelihood
a deviation of a “two sigma variance”, a
“standard outcome error of four (SE=0.04)” and a
“variation coefficient of five (VC=0.5)” within a
given normal distribution decision making
context.

•

•

This first basic hypothesis will be tested by the
collected empirical data of the decision making
laboratory experiment conducted by Neuert [10].
The theoretical outline of our basic hypothesis
can be summarized as follows (cf. Fig. 3):
•

•

•

•

The classical concept of the homo
oeconomicus considers no deviation in the
degree of decision making behaviour and
decision making efficiency among a
specific population of decision makers.
This “linear function” is displayed as the
Ideal Distribution Function (G1) in Fig. 3.
We presume that empirical data will not
support this classical concept. Instead, the
degree of the decision making efficiency
(and behaviour), based on experimental
findings, will, in all likelihood, follow a
normal distribution. This assumption is
displayed as the first derivative of the
Empirical Normal Distribution Function
(G2) in Fig. 3.
The classical concept of the homo
oeconomicus model implies that there is a
strictly linear relationship between rational
decision making behaviour and decision
making outcomes. Again we propose that
this relationship will not be supported by
the empirical data. Moreover, empirical
data will neither provide absolute degrees
of rational decision making behaviour nor
“complete” decision making efficiency.
Fig. 3 exemplifies the “absolute” degree of
rational behaviour in relationship to
“complete” decision making efficiency,
depicted as the density function of the
Standardized Total Degree of Decision
Making Efficiency Function (G1’) and the
Empirical Density Function (G2), following
a Normal Distribution Function.

G1’ equals the density function of the basic
function y (DM Efficiency) = 1 (meaning
that each single “absolute” rational
decision maker will achieve “complete”
decision making efficiency). This means
that (for G1: x = 1, and σ = 0) G1’ = 0.
Empirically, the actual density function
approaches the formula of the Normal
Distribution Density Function (G2).
We hypothesize that usually resp. actually
observable decision making behaviour
(leading to a certain empirical degree of
decision making efficiency) does not
exceed a standard error of SE=0.04
(according to the basic hypotheses) and an
expected dispersion from the mean of ±2σ,
proposing a probability of 0.9545 of the
expected decision making behaviour
range.

As a consequence, actual decision making
behaviour (resp. decision making efficiency)
deviates from ideal decision making behaviour
(resp. homo oeconomicus decision making
efficiency), measured by the determined integral
of the density functions G1’-G2. G2 is further
specified by the proposed limits of ±2σ and
SE=0.04.
Given that, we can determine our first
“Rationality Deviation Index (RDI_1)”, via G1’G2.
The following computation develops an empirical
RDI_1 by using data from a laboratory
experiment [10], investigating actual decision
making behaviour and decision making
efficiency. As a result, decision making behaviour
(operationalized as outlined in chapter 3) follows
an empirical normal distribution function
(confirmed by statistical test procedures [10]).
Using the empirical data, exemplified by the
rational decision making behaviour criterion
“target orientation” (DTO), we develop the RDI_1
as follows: xDTO ≈ 0.35; s = 0.14; s2 ≈ 0.02 (s=σ)
This leads to the following formula:
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Rationality Deviation Index 1 (RDI_1) = Definite Integral between G1’(x): Standardized Total
Degree of DM Efficiency Function and G2(x): Empirical Density Function (Normal Distribution)

Fig. 3. Degree of rational behaviour in relation to decision making efficiency
Under the assumption that the standard error
should not exceed a value of SE=0.04 the
empirical value for s (σ) = 0.5060. The standard
error
is
computed
as
follows:

e = (n = sample size in experiment = 160):
√

RDI_1 = -0.3455
This result for the RDI_1 has to be interpreted as
follows:

of the Rationality Deviation Index 2 (RDI_2) as
follows:
As mentioned above, our novel paradigm of
decision making behaviour is empirically tested
by the data of the laboratory experiment. Prior to
that, the theoretical outline of decision making
behaviour and decision making efficiency has to
be specified as follows again:

With an expected probability of 0.9545 (±2σ), the
empirical degree of rational decision making
behaviour deviates with a value of -0.3455 from
the ideal homo oeconomicus behaviour.
However this value is a non-standardized digit. In
pure form the non-standardized result would
suggest a deviation range of about 35% potential
rational “misbehaviour” in comparison to
“complete” rationality.
In order to gain a notion whether RDI_1 can be
considered as a (relatively) low or high deviation
from ideal homo oeconomicus behaviour, we
have to find a standardized deviation value,
which will be performed under the development
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•

•

•

•

There is a cause-effect relationship
between decision making behaviour and
decision making efficiency.
Within the context of our “professional
strategic business decisions” (PBD) we
presume the following proposition: The
higher the degree of rationality of decision
making behaviour the higher the degree of
decision making efficiency.
The degree of decision making rationality
refers to the degree of the fulfilment of the
above outlined decision making conduct
criteria.
The “Classical Homo Oeconomicus
Function” (F1) between decision making
rationality and decision making efficiency is
a linear one, claiming that there is no

Neuert et al.; BJEMT, 5(3): 299-318, 2015; Article no.BJEMT.2015.025

decision making efficiency by 0%
rationality and a 100% decision making
efficiency with a 100 % decision rationality.
This leads to our second basic hypothesis: Given
our “professional strategic business decision
making” context (PBD), actual decision making
behaviour and decision making efficiency are
placed within a certain measurable range.
We propose that there is no observable “zero”
decision making behaviour and that there is no
“absolute” decision making efficiency as well.
This notion can be summarized as follows
(cf.Fig. 4):
F2 represents the Empirical Rationality-Efficiency
Function for target orientation (laboratory
experimental data):
2

DME efficiency = 0.71xDTO – 0.61xDTO
(standardized empirical regression function)

(2)

The empirical data proposes, that there is no
decision making efficiency (behaviour) beneath
0.2 (a) and no decision making efficiency
(behaviour) above 0.8 (b).

This leads to the Rationality Deviation Index 2
(RDI_2):
Definite Integral between “classical homo
oeconomicus function” (F1) and “empirical
rationality-efficiency function” (F2):
_ =

"
!1
#

  −

"
!2
#

 

(3)

RDI_2 = 0.1895
This result means, that the actual empirical
deviation of decision rationality (resp. decision
making efficiency) deviates with a value of about
19% from the ideal homo oeconomicus decision
making behaviour (this result is standardized by
the homo oeconomicus rationality function y = x;
minimum rationality = 0, maximum rationality =
1).
RDI_2 (0.1895) is actually sufficiently in line with
the (unstandardized) RDI_1 (-0.3455). Given the
more precise context of the (standardized)
computation
procedure
it
is
however
recommended to focus on RDI_2.

"

"

_ =  $   −  $  
#

#

Rationality Deviation Index 2 (RDI_2) = Definite Integral between F1(x): Classical Homo Oeconomicus
Function and F2(x): Empirical Rationality-Efficiency Function

Fig. 4. Homo oeconomicus function vs. the empirical rationality function
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Whereas our hypothesized standard error in our
HSCO-Theorem is 0.04,the empirical average
standard error of decision making behaviour in
the lab experiment was about 0.02 (see Table 1
below). Applying the algorithm for RDI_1 from
above that leads to a modified RDI_1’ (-0.0581),
which amplifies the substantiation of our basic
hypothesis (see Appendix).
Finally, we develop a Rationality Deviation
Index 3 (RDI_3) via including the empirical
variation coefficient of our laboratory findings and
the application of the confidence interval
estimation procedure, in order to determine the
potential range
of
actual
quasi-rational
behaviour, based on a certain dispersion (±2σ)
and a certain standard error (SE = 0.04).
The respective results of
experiment were the following:

the

This means that hypothetically the rationality of
decision making behaviour iterates about 42%
around the mean.
In addition, we develop the expected probability
of the empirically observed decision making
behaviour, which is “located” within the above
outlined range, corresponding to the average
variation coefficient. Therefore, we use the zvalue transformation procedure, referring to the
theoretical and, in our case, empirical normal
distribution. In our laboratory experiment, the
minimum degree of “target orientation (DTO)
behaviour” was 0.2, the maximum 0.6.
This leads to the following algorithm:
Pr(z>1):0.39-0.35/0.14=0.29(z-value)
F(z)=0.61; 1-0.61=0.39
Pr(z<1):0.31-0.35/0.14= -0.29(z-value)
F(z)=0.38; 1-0.38=0.62
F(b-µ/σ)-F(a- µ/σ)=0.23

laboratory

The confidence interval statistical procedure was
conducted exemplarily for the rationality criterion
“target orientation (DTO)", based on the following
formula:
̅ − & ∗ () ̅ ≤ + ≤ ̅ + & ∗ () ̅
(4)
For: ̅ = empirical mean of target orientation
(DTO) behaviour; z = transformational value of
standard deviation; () ̅ = empirical mean of
standard error; += estimated confidence interval
of “target orientation (DTO) behaviour”.
This leads to the following RDI_3:

This result means that about 77% of the
expected decision behaviour is located within the
range of our hypothesized variation coefficient.
However, the empirically observed decision
making behaviour ranges between 0.2 and 0.6
(minimum c and maximum d).
This leads to the following algorithm:
F(d - µ/σ)-F(c - µ/σ)=0.076

(8)

This result means that about 92.4 % of the
theoretically expected decision behaviour is
located within the range of 0.2 and 0.6 (degree of
target orientation (DTO)). The proportion of the
hypothesized decision behaviour and the
theoretical decision behaviour is 77/92.4=0.833.

0.35–2 * 0.02 ≤ µ ≤ 0.35+2 * 0.02
0.31 ≤ µ ≤ 0.39

Variation coefficient 1 = 0.14/0.31 = 0.45;
Variation coefficient 2 = 0.14/0.39 = 0.36; (5)
Average variation coefficient = 0.405.

It means that with an expected probability of 83.3
%, the empirical decision making behaviour
ranges between our hypothesized span, thus
substantiating our proposition concerning the
assumptions of the 2σ, 4 Standard Error, 5
Variation Coefficient Theorem.

The RDI_3 (based on the empirical standard
error) suggests that the average deviation of
quasi-rational decision making behaviour
iterates about 41% around the empirical
mean.
The RDI_3’ (based on our hypothetical
standard error of 0.04) leads to the following
result:
This leads to the following RDI_3’:
0.35 – 2 * 0.04≤ µ ≤ 0.35 + 2 * 0.04 = 0.27 ≤ µ ≤ 0.43 (6)

Variation coefficient 1 = 0.14/0.27 = 0.52;
Variation coefficient 2 = 0.14/0.43 = 0.33;
Average variation coefficient = 0.422.

(7)

Eventually, all of our empirical analyses support
the basic hypothesis, stating that empirical
decision making behaviour deviates measurably
from the ideal homo oeconomicus image, but
within a somewhat tolerable range, when it
comes
to
professional
business
and
management decisions (PBD).
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Table 1. Empirical absolute and weighted standard errors and variation coefficients
(the weighting factors were developed by a multiple regression analysis)
Standard errors, weighting factors and variation coefficients
SE
WF_R VC
WFR
DTO
0,0100
0,2050 0,4000 0,2050

SE
WF_R

DPO

0,0100

0,2780 0,3200 0,2780

DINF

0,0140

0,0920 0,2200 0,0920

VC

DCOG 0,0150

0,2720 0,8200 0,2720

DTO

0,0100

0,1530 0,2000 0,1530

DPO

DREF

DINF
DCOG
SE
WF
0,0100 2,2283

SE_W
0,0223

VC
WF
0,4000 0,7374

VC_W DREF
0,2950 SE_W

0,0100 3,0217
0,0140 1,0000

0,0302
0,0140

0,3200 1,0000
0,2200 0,3309

0,3200 SUM_SE_W
0,0728 AVG_SE_W

0,0150 2,9565

0,0443

0,8200 0,9784

0,8023 VC_W

0,0100 1,6630

0,0166

0,2000 0,5504

0,1101 SUM_VC_W

SUM_SE_W 0,1275

SUM_VC_W 1,6001 AVG_VC_W

AVG_SE_W 0,0255

AVG_VC_W 0,3200

6. PRELIMINARY
EXPERIMENTAL
EVIDENCE
AND
ANALYTICAL
IMPLICATIONS
OF
THE
“HSOCNϬMEPVC
THEOREM”
OF
QUASI-RATIONAL
CONDUCT
IN
DECISION MAKING PROCESSES
Our empirical data from the laboratory
experiment tentatively substantiate our basic
hypothesis that actual and real world decision
making behaviour significantly deviates from the
homo oeconomicus assumption. Our findings
can be further corroborated by an empirical
multiple regression analysis concerning the
relationship between the degree of decision
making rationality (DMR) (measured by the
complex of decision making independent
variables; see chapter 3) and the degree of
decision making efficiency (DME) (measured as
the total efficiency dependent variable; see
chapter 3):

Standard error
Weighting factor
from
emp. reg.
analysis
Variation
coefficient
D. o. target
orientation
D. o. process
org.
D. o.
information
D. o. DM
Cognition
D. o. reflection
Std. error
(weighted)
Sum of SE_W
Average of
SE_W
Var. coef.
(weighted)
Sum of VC_W
(w.)
Average of
VC_W

The Empirical Multiple Regression Function
reads as follows:
-.) = / -.012 … 4 5
-.) = −1.59 + 2.852 − 3.1822 + 2.35 −
0.582 + 1.83< − 1.12<2 + 2.06> −
0.47> ² + 0.864 − 0.604 ²
(multiple r²=0.67) (9)
DME = Total decision making efficiency function,
x1 = target orientation (DTO),
x2 = process organization (DPO),
x3 = information acquisition and evaluation (DINF),
x4 = decision making cognition (DCOG),
x5 = reflection (DREF)

This regression equation clearly delineates that
there is (an overall sufficient) a significant
relationship between high degrees of rational
decision making and high degrees of decision
making efficiency (p = 0.075), esp. in view of the
multiple coefficient of determination (r² = 0.67).
However, the empirical data of the laboratory
experiment only focus on the decision making
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context within “professional strategic decision”
situations (PBD). In business and economic
research as well as in business and
management reality it is frequently claimed that
human decision making behaviour differs in
terms of “professional” decision making versus
“private” decision making [49].

o

Derived from that classification, the SQDB is
comprised of the following basic hypotheses:
•

In recent times, the question has been heavily
discussed whether public and governmental
measures should be applied in order to impact
private decision making, aiming at societally
desirable individual decisions [50]. In this
context, business and economic research should
focus on approaches like “mechanism design”
[51] and “soft paternalism” [52].
Also Reinhard Selten’s “Theory of Aspiration
Adaptation” [53] primarily deals with the
explanation of human conduct apart from a
business and professional decision making
environment. In addition, Nash et al. [54]
emphasize the research question, how the
“transfer (of) power to another person
successfully promotes cooperation by balancing
the tension between short-term incentives to
defect and long-term incentives to keep
cooperation going” [54].
Those theoretical considerations–pars pro toto–
have initiated our additional theoretical outline for
a differentiated proposition, stressing the degree
of human rational conduct in varying decision
making contexts. Our “Theorem of Structural and
Situational
Conditionalized
Quasi–Rational
Decision Making Behaviour” (SQDB) suggests
the following propositions:
Actually, decision making behaviour varies
according to different situational and
structural contexts of the decision making
task and problem.
Generally, decision making behaviour is
influenced–apart from the context variables
decision structure and decision situation–
by “individual” variables like cognitive
capabilities, emotions, feeling, personality
traits, norms and values, societal customs,
etc. [55].

•

•

Tentatively, we suggest a threefold quasi
decision
making
rationality
model,
comprised of the following structural and
situational conditions:

•

o
o

Private Appraisal of Finance Decisions
(PAD),
Professional Business Decisions (PBD),

Private Consumption Decisions (PCD).

•

•

HB1: The degree of decision making
rationality depends on the structural and
situational context of the decision making
task.
HB2: The degree of decision making
rationality depends on the “individual”
variables like cognitive capabilities,
emotions, feeling, personality traits,
norms and values, societal customs, etc.
HB3: The situational and structural
variables intervene with the individual
variables and vice versa.

Based on these hypotheses, we outline the
model of SQDB, concerning varying degrees of
quasi-rational decision making behaviour as
follows (Fig. 5):
The theorem suggests that the degree of
rationality is positively in line with the degree of
professionality in contrast the degree of to
privacy and negatively linked to the degree of
emotionality in decision making situations and
structures and vice versa.
Again it is outlined that the degree of rationality
and the degree of emotionality in decision
making behaviour are “contradictory” to each
other.
This leads to the following “sketches” (Fig. 6
and 7) of quasi-rational behaviour in the
respective decision making situations and
structures:
According to our theorem, professional business
decisions are performed with a relatively high
degree of rationality (and a relatively low degree
of emotionality).
Private consumption decisions are dominated by
emotionality and less by rational reasoning.
Private appraisals of finance decisions (e.g.
private investment decisions, private housing
decisions, private job decisions, etc.) are located
somewhere in between rational reasoning and
emotional influence.
As a further research task, our SQDB model has
to be tested and further developed via theoretical
elaboration and empirical investigation.
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Function_1:

DGR

Function_2:

DGR

Function_3:

DGR

high
low

/ DGProf.
/ DGProf.

medium

high

low

/ DGE

/ DGE

/ DGProf.

low

high

medium

/ DGE

medium

Fig. 5. Degree of rationality, degree of professionality/privacy, degree of emotionality

Fig. 6. Degree of rationality versus degree of emotionality
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PAD (mid/mid to mid/high) = Private Appraisal of Finance Decisions
PBD (high/mid) = Professional Business Decisions
PCD (low/low) = Private Consumption Decisions

Fig. 7. Degree of rationality and degree of professionality / privacy

7. TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary empirical evidence of our
research study, based on our novel paradigm of
quasi-rational decision making, leads to the
following analytical conclusions:
•

•

•

Based on those conclusions and implications,
our novel paradigm of quasi-rational decision
making behaviour suggests the following
theoretical elements:

There is no “linear” function between
decision making efficiency and the
decision making rationality (DME ≠ DMR).
The degree of rationality and the degree of
decision making efficiency depend on the
situational and structural context of the
decision making task (e.g. strategic
business decisions, private consumption
decisions,
political
decisions,
etc.),
indicating that professional decisions are
generally conducted more along rational
reasoning than private decisions.
Decisions, per se, are influenced by a
variety of individual behavioural patterns
(e.g. cognitive ability, emotions, norms and
values, personal interaction, cultural
contexts, etc.). Those individual variables
intervene with the structural and situational
contexts.
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•
•

•

•

•

Human decision making is never neither
completely rational, nor irrational.
The degree of rationality resp. emotionality
in decision making processes coincides
with the subjective perception of the
decision maker whether the required
decision is more professionally or more
privately structured.
The degree of rationality resp. the degree
of emotionality is heavily influenced by
individual capabilities resp. socialization
based pre-experiences and pre-“judices”.
However, given empirical evidence, the
degree of rationality in decision making
processes can be determined also for
forecast purposes within a certain range of
expectable decision making behaviour in
given decision making contexts.
Our analytical considerations and empirical
findings may be transferred into a potential
theory
of
conditionalized
“spectral”
rationality, meaning that decision making

Neuert et al.; BJEMT, 5(3): 299-318, 2015; Article no.BJEMT.2015.025

behaviour is “variable” on the one hand,
but satisfactorily “predictable” on the other
hand.
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APPENDIX I
Rationality Deviation Index 1 (RDI_1) with SE=0.04:
RDI_1 = 



1′   − 



G2 x =

1

E ∗ √2F





∗G

H KLM I
 ∗J
O
I
N

=

2   = 0 − 0.3455 = −0.3455

G1′ x = 0

1

H HLP.QR I
 ∗J
O
I P.RPSP

∗G
= 0.3455
0.5060 ∗ √2F
σ = (T ∗ √U = 0.04 ∗ √160 = 0.5060

(A1)

Rationality Deviation Index 1’ (RDI_1’) with SE=0.02:
RDI_1 = 



1′   − 



G2 x =

1

E ∗ √2F





∗G

H KLM I
 ∗J
O
I
N

=

2   = 0 − 0.0581 = −0.0581
1

∗G

G1′ x = 0

H HLP.QR I
 ∗J
O
I P.IRQP

= 0.0581

(A2)

0.2530 ∗ √2F
σ = (T ∗ √U = 0.02 ∗ √160 = 0.2530

Rationality Deviation Index 2 (RDI_2):
"

"

RDI_2 =  !1   −  !2   = 0.3 − 0.1105 = 0.1895
#

#

F1 x : X = 

"

 !1   = 
#

"

Y.

 !2   = 
#

Y.Z

Y.Z

Y.

  = 0.32 − 0.02 = 0.3

F2 x : X = 0.71 − 0.61 

0.71 − 0.61   = 0.1231 + −0.0126 = 0.1105
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(A3)
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APPENDIX II
In the following paragraph we will shortly laboratory experiment consisted of five
describe the structure of our laboratory experimental series involving four groups of
experiment, conducted by Neuert at the advanced business management students (in
University of Bayreuth (GER) in 1983, based on total 65 participants) and one group of senior
the management simulation FINIS. The managers (in total 16 participants). The
management simulation game FINIS was managers and students were separated and
developed by Horst Guenther and Lutz randomly assigned to homogenous groups. The
Kruschwitz at the Free University of Berlin. It was experimental timeframe implied eight planning
tested and further developed both in an periods within the five experimental series. The
academic and practical environment and length of one planning period was between 80
modified for the use in our laboratory experiment min and 240 min. The statistical analyses of the
in order to provide an isomorphic or at least a experimental data were conducted with IBM
homomorphic projection of realistic planning and SPSS Statistics. The data were tested with the
decision making processes. FINIS includes all following statistical procedures: Statistics all,
corporate functions and requires a total of 15 correlation
analysis,
multiple
regression
canonical
correlation
analyses,
types of decisions in the functional areas of analyses,
purchasing, inventory management, investment analyses of variances, F-test and t-test.
planning, production, sales and finance. The
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